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These days a media story about hospital waiting lists or a
patient left in a corridor for a period of time does not have the
impact they once had.
That isn't because they're not important issues anymore.
No, it's all to do with the way the media presents the "news"
and the 24 hour cycle — which is probably now just 12 hours.
But it's also about the way media consumers consume modern
media — with a healthy dose of cynicism.
Eye opener: Your reporter, who is always on duty, even
when he is about to go under the knife to have two
hernias removed at Campbelltown Hospital.

And who's to blame them, knowing stories about waiting lists
or anything the current opposition can use is more or less for
political purposes.

And when the opposition wins office, they just swap places — it's the nature of the beast.
We all know there's just not enough money and resources have to be prioritised in health as well as everywhere
else.

So when an ageing reporter like me walks into Campbelltown Hospital 356 days after being "inducted" into the
elective surgery waiting list by Dr Andrew Ong on November 9, 2016, well, this is an opportunity not to be
wasted.
It's not quite gonzo journalism and I am definitely no Hunter S Thompson, but I do enjoy writing about
unexpected situations like the one that greeted me yesterday morning.
Tuesday, October 31, meant that's nine days short of a whole year of waiting for the big day, but hey, whds in a
hurry to go under the knife? Not me, that's for sure.
I'm up for a hernia operation and my stay will be around 24 hours, Dr Ong informs me when we meet in the
pre-op room.
But you'd expect the consultant surgeon to be impressive, working as he was on public patients.
But what caught my attention was the absolute professionalism of every staff member I came into contact with
from the moment I walked through the doors of Campbelltown Hospital on Tuesday morning.
They were welcoming, friendly and, most of all, very, very professional.
After being there for 24 hours or so I would add hard working and dedicated.

After all the negative media even I have consumed over the years
— many, many years I assure you — this was a totally unexpected
picture that greetedme; it really hit me for six, in a very pleasant
way andnaturally I felt chuffed about it.

Next day, after a wonderful breakfast, all the hernia operation patients are sent on their way.
But we had time to compare notes and everyone is in agreement: this was a great advertisement for public
hospital services.
All that's needed is for whoever holds the purse strings to make sure these wonderful health professionals have
whatever it is they need to keep looking after us.

Good job, Campbelltown Hospital.
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